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Our Value Proposition
Partnering with PTC gives you twenty years of experience, our 
undivided attention, a consultative approach and realistic solutions 
that fit your goals. We are motivated by the incredible connections 
we make with candidates and clients. Our team is kind, hard 
working and always willing to assist. We are passionate about 
what we do!

PTC Recruiting: The Right 
Team Changes Everything

Our Story
PTC Recruiting has evolved into a major recruitment agency in Ontario over the last 
20 years, providing dynamic support to and developing solutions for the finance, 
accounting and legal industries. This has provided our staff with a comprehensive 
awareness of the unique demands of businesses in our core sectors, allowing us to 
develop a leadership position with great brand recognition in the industries we service.

Our tenacity and commitment to quality have earned us a reputation for assisting 
clients in establishing high-performing teams, giving well-researched insights, and 
constantly ensuring reliability so our clients, regardless of industry, may continue to 
operate smoothly.

We are great partners, leveraging our knowledge and background in the finance, 
accounting and legal sectors to engage with candidates across Canada on a range of 
opportunities.

ptcrecruiting.com

Finance, Accounting & Legal 
Staffing Solutions

Legal Assistant
Law Clerk
Legal Administrative Assistant
Paralegal
Lawyer
HR Manager

Sales Representative
Senior Accountant
Business Analyst
VP of Finance
CFO
Controller

Core 
Placements

http://ptcrecruiting.com


“Exceptional customer service is our top 
priority as we help each candidate land their 
perfect role. We are excited to continue 
providing successful opportunities to 
our candidates and clients in the finance, 
accounting and legal industry.”

Time is of the essence. We get right to 
work finding the right person for the job 
and can accomodate tight deadlines.

We truly listen to our clients and 
candidates.

We offer various staffing solutions 
including contract, part-time, remote 
work and full-time.

Our recruitment strategies embrace the 
changing face of employment.

Our
Approach

PTC + HIRE
PTC Recruiting joined the HIRE Technologies 
family of companies in 2017. With the HIRE 
team supporting us with marketing and 
administrative tools, we can focus on our clients 
and candidates first, while growing a team of 
successful recruiters.

WE CONSULT

WE ARE FLEXIBLE

WE ARE MODERN

Lisa Auciello
Director of Legal 
Recruiting

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

WE ARE QUICK

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-auciello-49026826/


ProVision Customers 

ProVision has been a consistent contributor to one of Canada’s 
Big Five financial institutions, where we currently have over 60 
consultants on long-term assignments — an increase of 95% since 
March 2020. We receive over 100 requests per month on average, 
with durations ranging from three to 24 months. The most 
frequent skill sets requested are for developers, project managers 
and business analysts with experience in certain product lines 
such as capital markets, commercial banking and retail banking. 

Our client list has grown among our direct and retail business 
segment customers due to working directly with hiring managers 
and executives to understand their workplace environment, needs 
and culture. We identify the optimal solutions based on our in-
depth firsthand analyses and the client’s budget.

ProVision: Tech Talent for a 
Technology Driven World

ProVision has been one 
of the top providers in a 
Big Five bank resourcing 
program for the past 
two years, competing 
against more than 15 
other firms. 

Our Story
ProVision was founded in 2002 and has over 20 years of expertise in innovative IT 
recruitment across Canada. ProVision works with big enterprise, public sector and 
commercial clients to quickly satisfy today’s advanced requirements in cyber security, 
web development, data analysis, software engineering and all other IT disciplines — all 
thanks to a broad network of top IT professionals.

ProVision began in financial services and has since expanded its capabilities across a 
variety of industry verticals. ProVision has collaborated with a variety of firms, ranging 
from high-tech start-ups to Fortune 100 corporations.

provisionstaffing.com

IT Staffing & Recruitment for Financial 
Services, Tech & Healthcare

http://provisionstaffing.com


“With our team of local, diverse and dedicated 
employees truly reflecting the tech community 
in Toronto, we are building relationships that 
help our customers meet their rapidly evolving 
workforce skill set and knowledge base needs, 
as well as their ability to keep up with the 
accelerated shift in work practices.”  

Opportunities are abundant in the small to mid-
sized technology sector where flexible, contract 
staffing solutions and consulting services are 
critical to the ecosystem. ProVision is well 
positioned to meet this demand by connecting 
tech professionals with these opportunities and 
helping businesses scale and grow using our 
talent acquisition capabilities. 

Mid-sized financial services companies 
undergoing transformational changes to their 
IT, and a new breed of digital banking firms and 
financial technology platforms, are creating 
an expanding and exciting area of growth and 
opportunity for our business.   

We expect significant growth within the 
healthcare sector. ProVision continues to be 
well aligned to Canadian SaaS-based healthcare 
companies such as WELL Health Technologies, 
Twin Health and Multi Health Systems. This 
comes at a time when adoption of SaaS-based 
healthcare solutions in the Canadian market 
has been increasing as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic.

In the Toronto tech market, the demands for IT 
talent have recently shifted: there’s an increased 
need for specific developer and data science 
disciplines and organizational change managers, 
while talent in traditional infrastructure, analyst 
and project management roles is still required. 
ProVision actively responds to changing market 
conditions for our clients by leveraging our talent 
sourcing expertise, IT domain experience and 
network of specialized technology professionals.   

Trends & Growth 
Opportunities

ProVision + HIRE
We joined the HIRE Technologies family 
in 2018. Our relationship with HIRE allows 
us to focus on our exceptional IT talent 
management capabilities and building our client 
and contractor relationships further. We can 
effectively commit all our resources to these 
endeavours — including growing our team of 
dedicated recruiters and salespeople — while 
leaving administrative functions to the team at 
HIRE.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

HEALTHCARE

TORONTO MARKET

Sarah Baker
Account Manager

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

TECH SECTOR

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahbaker765/


How We Add Value
In today’s competitive candidate market, especially in the general 
labour, healthcare and skilled trades categories, business owners 
and hiring managers struggle to find and retain staff. They partner  
with Kavin Group because we provide innovative strategies 
for attracting candidates, and we have a developed network of 
passive and active professionals throughout Ontario. 

We don’t just provide our clients with candidates. We offer a 
customized staffing plan for sustained success – we work closely 
with them to understand their pain points, why they might be 
experiencing turnover and their operational roadblocks.

Kavin Group: Industry 
Change Maker

Our Story
Kavin Group was founded in 2015 and today, we cater to a wide range of recruitment 
projects across any industry, with a particular interest in Indigenous workers, the 
defence sector, athletes, veterans and essential service employees. We are an 
integrated recurring contract staffing solutions and HR services partner, dedicated to 
helping our clients fine-tune business processes and our candidates find rewarding 
opportunities.

Kavin Group was recognized as one of Canada’s Top Growing Companies in 2019 
by The Globe & Mail and was voted one of the 10 Most Trusted Healthcare Staffing 
Companies in 2021 by Insights Care.    

kavingroup.ca

Healthcare, General Labour 
& Skilled Trades

Machine Operators
Logistics
Drivers
Nurses
Personal Support Workers

Core 
Placements

Millwrights
Electricians
Assembly Workers
Warehouse Managers
Engineers

http://www.kavingroup.ca


“Our leadership and staff believe that 
throughput should not come at the cost of 
quality. This has proven to be critical to Kavin 
Group’s success and is the driving force behind 
the creation and maintenance of our client base 
today. We believe real, lasting growth arises 
when we do business with the right partners 
who share our values – partners who recognize 
the importance of uncompromising quality.”

When the COVID-19 pandemic broke 
out, Kavin Group donated more than 
800 surgical masks, 100 n95 masks 
and cleaning supplies to the City of 
Hamilton to support the municipality’s 
daily operational health efforts.

Our team has partnered with 
organizations such as Coding for 
Veterans, Prince’s Trust Canada and 
Soldier On to help transition veterans 
into the workforce. Veterans are highly 
skilled due to their extensive training and 
service, though they are a hidden talent 
pool. We work closely with veterans 
who are concluding their service to help 
guide them towards new, meaningful 
careers.

Supporting Our
Community

Kavin Group + HIRE
Kavin Group joined HIRE in 2020. This 
partnership has provided us with the back-office 
support and resources to grow our business. 
Being part of a larger network of companies 
has allowed us to offer our clients expanded 
services and solutions.

WORK WITH VETERANS

Steve Vincic
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

PPE DONATIONS

https://www.linkedin.com/in/steve-vincic-3ab26828/


A Powerful Partner 

The Headhunters business is based on an executive search 
model, but with a high degree of personal touch and lower 
fee structure versus a typical service offering. Our approach 
has rewarded us with a very loyal client base across a diverse 
range of industry sectors. 

Our wide range of clients and the quality of our connections 
with them give us important insights into industry trends, 
allowing our team to serve as true knowledge leaders to both 
our clients and candidates.

The Headhunters: We Do 
Recruitment Differently

Our Story
The Headhunters was founded in 2009 with the goal of setting a new standard 
in recruitment by treating our partners with true respect. We are a values-driven 
organization with a strong social conscience. Within our organization and in the 
marketplace, we are committed to respect and integrity.

Today, The Headhunters is a leading recruitment firm serving clients across North 
America.

theheadhunters.ca

CEO/CFO/COO
Accounting & Finance
General Management
Engineering
Office Personnel

Core 
Placements

Staffing Solutions for a Wide 
Range of Industries

“Our name is ‘The 
Headhunters’ for a reason—
we uncover exceptional 
candidates through 
meticulous headhunting 
and sourcing. By finding the 
right fit, we assist our clients 
in growing their business 
by establishing long-lasting 
relationships.” 

Human Resources
Sales & Marketing
Operations
Supply Chain
Information Technology

http://theheadhunters.ca


Our Workstyle & Performance Profile 
(WPP) is an assessment tool that 
helps take the guesswork out of 
finding the right fit.  We partner with 
a leading provider of pre-employment 
assessments, which helps us create 
ideal matches between top talent and 
employers of choice.

We don’t rely on job boards to find the 
best talent on the market.  When you 
partner with The Headhunters, not only 
do you have our recruitment consultants 
working for you but you also have our 
Canada-based talent sourcing team 
dedicated to uncovering untapped talent.   

We are proud of our world class training 
program, which has adopted a hands-
on approach of highly frequent training 
sessions employing role playing.  Our 
virtual “The Headhunters University” 
has hours of content designed to help 
our team constantly upgrade their skills.

Our Tools

Ready for the Future
Industry Growth
Having been actively recruiting for over twenty-five years, we have 
never seen a better market for our business. Global trends towards 
valuing ESG principles, investing in green tech and working remotely 
all play into our organization’s strengths. The perfect fit is no longer 
constrained by location, and we are uniquely equipped to capitalize 
on this new reality.

Scalability
The Headhunters has been built to scale in order to keep up with the 
ever-changing marketplace. Everything we do has been meticulously 
planned to ensure that processes run smoothly and efficiently, 
focusing on exceptional service. Our foresight has allowed our 
strong leadership team to focus on building new business, maintain 
our loyal client base, and close deals.

The Headhunters + HIRE
HIRE’s vision was one of the key reasons we elected to join their 
portfolio of companies. The values and aspirations of the HIRE 
team matched those of our organization perfectly. With HIRE’s 
support structure behind us, we are realizing our full potential as an 
organization.

HEADHUNTING & TALENT SOURCING

TRAINING

Cam Macmillan
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

FINDING THE RIGHT FIT

Danielle Bragge
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cam-macmillan-9358164/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielle-bragge-1009b83/?originalSubdomain=ca


Our Advantage
We benefit from recurring revenue via our contract 
business and guaranteed commitment fees through 
our retained executive search division. Within our 
permanent placement business, our focus is on 
more senior positions and often on building exclusive 
relationships with clients. 

Unlike most recruitment firms, we also provide human 
resource management and compensation consulting, 
leading to deeper relationships with our clients and 
potential for more repeat business.

Taylor Ryan: Retained Executive Search, 
Contract-to-Hire & Permanent Placement

Our Story
Taylor Ryan is a boutique executive search firm that specializes in real estate and 
construction.  Founded in 2014, we have grown to offer a comprehensive range of 
services, which include retained executive search, contract-to-hire and permanent 
placement. Taylor Ryan is a one-stop solution for companies in these key industries.

taylorryan.com

CEO
CFO
COO

Core 
Placements

Staffing Solutions for Real Estate, Construction 
& Financial Services

“We place a premium on quality, 
professionalism, and honesty. We 
focus on long-term partnerships 
rather than quick wins. We 
foster a culture of accountability 
and responsibility among our 
internal workers, as well as a high-
performance mindset, which 
increases both commitment and 
achievement.” 

Vice President
Director
Manager

http://taylorryan.com


Our clients range from small, 
privately-held businesses to 
multinational institutions and 
publicly traded corporations, 
including: 

• land, residential & commercial 
developers

• landlords
• investors
• REITs
• third party managers
• hospitality service providers
• private equity firms
• financial institutions
• private lenders
• general contractors

We cover all major cities and 
provinces across Canada as well as 
Seattle, US.    

Building Our Brand
Part of our success has come from our added involvement 
within these niche industries. Managing directors and 
staff at Taylor Ryan hold board and committee-level roles 
with multiple real estate developers and with construction, 
development and commercial real estate professional bodies 
such as NAIOP, UDI, ULI or VRCA. 

We also lead mentorship programs within these 
organizations.  This has contributed to our strong reputation 
over the past eight years and established a high level of 
trust among candidates and employers. Building our brand 
awareness within these sectors has been a key aspect of our 
marketing program and it has been hugely rewarding.

OUR CLIENTS

Julie Taylorson
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

Gavin Ryan
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

Taylor Ryan + HIRE
Our operations have improved due to our partnership with HIRE. The 
launch of our contract division benefited from the administrative, 
financial and accounting support provided by HIRE’s team. Their 
platform has propelled our growth.

Taylor Ryan specializes in industry sectors that are distinct from the 
other companies in HIRE’s family, adding great value to the whole 
portfolio.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julie-taylorson-038a27b0/?originalSubdomain=ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gavinryanbc/?originalSubdomain=ca


Solving a Problem 

Team leaders at all levels feel management pain 
more deeply than ever with the new reality of remote 
and hybrid work.  Managers must keep their teams 
productive, happy and on target, even if everyone is 
working from a bedroom or garage, but often struggle 
to do so.

How do you foster a culture over Zoom? How do you 
encourage the exchange of ideas over Slack? How do 
you remotely praise and encourage team members?  
Many managers feel like they’re winging it. 

This manager proficiency gap leads to disengaged 
employees, low productivity, attrition and lost 
opportunities. Today, any company with inadequate 
management practices will lose to a competitor that 
improves its daily management of teams by even a 
little.

Pulsify: Augmenting Managers

“We built an easy and predictive 
Manager Augmentation™ system to 
help managers do their jobs better, 
every moment of every day.”

Our Story
Pulsify is a cloud-based people management platform built around data analytics, 
timely feedback, predictive insights, and the Net Manager Score™. Pulsify assists 
managers in cultivating high-performing, engaged teams while also increasing 
employee productivity. Pulsify coaches managers and ultimately helps to address the 
challenges many businesses have when adopting people management strategies. It 
can be used in any corporate context, whether remote or in-office.

pulsifyapp.com

Team Management, Goal Tracking 
& Employee Feedback Software

http://pulsifyapp.com


Pulsify + HIRE
We joined the HIRE Technologies family in 2021. 
With HIRE’s family of companies providing their 
support and client base, we plan to expand our 
business, grow our client base, and introduce 
Pulsify to more team managers.

Bennett Fisher
Founder

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

1-on-1s
sentiment surveys

meeting notes
performance checks

real time feedback
goal setting

Pulsify doesn’t require an entire HR and 
IT department to implement, resources 
which small to mid-sized companies 
don’t have.  Any manager can adopt our 
system as easily as signing up with an 
email account.

Pulsify makes actionable insights easy. 
The structured data feeds machine 
learning designed to spot team members 
with problems – or reveal a star 
performer ready for bigger challenges – 
up and down the organization.

As the platform learns a manager’s 
challenges, it finds and collects relevant 
content from the best management 
publications. If the manager needs help 
supporting a struggling employee, the 
platform will find insightful and pertinent 
material for them to review.

Pulsify is Different

DATA DRIVEN

PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONSEASIER TO IMPLEMENT

The Net Manager Score™ is a simple, yet 
incredibly insightful way to understand 
how effective you are at managing your 
team. It quantifies the actions that you 
do or don’t take with your team around 
goals, feedback, sentiment, performance, 
and more.

NET MANAGER SCORE™

An easy-to-use 
dashboard tracks 
processes, gives 
reminders and 
surfaces problems 
and successes, while 
connecting managers 
to the company’s 
overall strategy.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bennettfisher/


Transparency & the Leaders Report® 
Application
Within traditional executive search companies, clients have 
limited visibility and contribution to the search process. 
They are handed a list of candidate CVs that go straight to 
the interview process; they have no opportunity to provide 
valuable feedback during the search.

We have made this process more effective and engaging 
with our Leaders Report® application.

The Leaders Report® turns the traditionally demanding 
and expensive process of market research into an easy 
assignment. We have automated every task and tool, 
enabling partners and consultants to quickly extract 
comprehensive client reports that are ready to share with 
executives and board members.

Leaders International: Delivering 
Truly Exceptional Candidates

Our Story
Leaders was founded in 2008 with the goal of giving customers greater value 
throughout the executive search process. Over the years, we have developed our 
business through partnerships all over Canada, including in rural areas. We stand out 
from the competition because of our dedication to transparency, asset-light and tech-
enabled delivery model, as well as our Indigenous and Diversity search practice.

leadersinternational.com

Executive Search Solutions
Across All Industries

“Our Leaders Report® uses 
talent market intelligence 
to support clients with their 
strategic decisions during 
the recruiting process. It 
also helps us fulfill our 
commitment to transparency 
by providing our clients with 
up-to-the-minute research 
studies and reports offering 
insights into our work, the 
talent market and their 
competitive landscape.”

http://leadersinternational.com


Indigenous Search & Indigenous Board Practices

We provide a respectful and engaged service that supports 
capacity building for Indigenous organizations and ensures a 
search and selection process driven by their values. Special 
attention is paid to Indigenous candidates so each individual 
gains confidence and validation throughout the assessment and 
selection process.

Our Indigenous search practice and Indigenous board practice 
have earned the Gold PAR (Progressive Aboriginal Relations) 
certification from the Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business 
(CCAB). This grants us preferred supplier status with other CCAB 
members and across Indigenous communities. It takes years to 
meet the Gold PAR standard, and we are very proud to be well-
ahead of the market here – there is a high barrier to entry for 
competitors.

Strategy

Our business is successful because of our unique ability to build 
strategies around our clients’ commitments. For example:

• Build processes that help our clients reach their formal 
commitments around Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.

• Develop reporting and documentation to help our clients meet 
their ESG commitments.

• Establish plans to help our clients achieve their pledges 
around the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s calls-to-
action.

Indigenous & Diversity Search Practice
With authentic Indigenous leadership, our Indigenous and Diversity search practice is 
unrivaled.  No other search firm has as long a track record and as good a reputation for 
providing respectful and knowledgeable support when hiring Indigenous and diverse talent.

We are the only executive 
search firm in the 
country with a dedicated 
Indigenous search 
practice and Indigenous 
board practice. 

These practices were 
established more than 25 years 
ago by one of our partners as 
part of Higgins International, 
which was bought by Leaders 
in 2017. We now have strong 
networks, devoted clientele and 
a broad talent pool.



Laurie Sterritt
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

Richard Joly
Managing Director

Connect with me 
on LinkedIn

• More accustomed to operating 
virtually than most other companies

• Ability to hire the best people from 
any location

• Strong employee retention
• Host bi-annual national conferences
• Continuous training (virtually and at 

conferences)

• No office leases
• No office equipment

Asset-Light and Tech-
Enabled Delivery Model 

NO FIXED ASSETS AND LIMITED 
OPERATING COSTS

VIRTUAL SINCE 2017

• Minimal footprint
• Limited travel
• No printed reports

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 

International Scope
We are part of Penrhyn International, a global 
network of professionals, which allows us to 
service our clients’ recruitment needs on the 
international front.
 

Growing With HIRE 
Technologies
In 2021, Leaders joined HIRE Technologies to 
expand the executive search capabilities for 
their group of companies. We are now regarded 
as one of Canada’s top five executive search 
firms, based on the number of people we 
employ and the number of searches we do each 
year.

During the last decade, Leaders successfully 
established the Leaders Report®, a recognized 
brand and a great team with proven ability to 
grow the business. Now, with HIRE’s support, 
we’re equipped to export our Leaders Report® 
model to the United States and Europe while 
continuing to grow in Canada.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lauriesterritt/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardjoly/
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